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l. Special neutrix calculus with two or three neutrices 
Let us first consider the case that the structure consists of two neutrices 
Land M with the structure relation L- M given by the mapping 1;- ~(1;). 
Let /(1;, ~)be a function defined for each element 1; of LIL and for~=~(?;) 
which can be written for each element 1; of LIL in the form 
(l) /(1;, ~(1;)) =,u(~(?;)) .1.(1;) 1X, 
where 1X denotes an element of the fundamental set r independent of 1;, 
where .1.(1;) is a fundamental operator belonging to L and where ,u(~) is a 
fundamental operator belonging toM. Notice that /(1;, ~)is not necessarily 
defined for each element 1; of LIL and each element ~ of LIM. 
Since M is a homomorphic image of L with mapping 1;- ~(1;), the 
operator ,u(~(1;)) is by definition a fundamental operator belonging to L. 
Consequently the product ,u(~(?;)) .1.(1;) is also a fundamental operator 
belonging to L. It follows therefore from (l) that the constant 1X is 
uniquely defined and is equal to 
(2) LX= f(L, ~(L)). 
In this way 1X is represented by an expression involving one neutrix, 
namely L. This notation involves also the function ~(1;) occurring in the 
mapping 1;- ~(1;). On the other hand, if the structure is given, then this 
function is known, so that it is better to have a notation which does not 
involve this function. For this reason tX will also be represented by the 
symbol f(L, M), so that 
tX=f(L, M). 
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In a structure with two neutrices L and M we admit either the structure 
relation L ~ M or the structure relation M ~ L which is obtained from 
the first one by interchanging L and M. 
In a structure formed by three neutrices L, M and N we admit the 
structure relations L ~ M ~ N, the structure relations L<:_';f and the 
structure relations which can be deduced from these relations by per-
mutation of the neutrices L, M and N. 
The structure relations L ~ M ~ N mean that M is a given homo-
morphic image of L with a given mapping C ~~(C) and that N is a given 
homomorphic image of M with a given mapping~~ r;(~). The structure 
relations L<:,';{ mean that M is a given homomorphic image of L with a 
given mapping C ~~(C) and that N is a given homomorphic image of L 
with a given mapping C ~ r;(C). 
In the structure with structure relation L ~ M ~ N the neutrix N 
is according to the theorem in § I 5 the homomorphic image of L with 
the mapping C ~ r;(~(C)). We assume that f(C, ~(C), r;(~(C))) is defined for 
each element C of ilL and can be written in the form 
(3) f(C, ~(C), r;(~(C)) =v(r;(~(C))) t-t(~(C)) I.( C) eX, 
where eX is an element of r independent of C, and where /.(C), t-t(~) and 
v(r;) denote fundamental operators belonging respectively to L, M and N. 
By hypothesis /.(C), t-t(~(C)) and v(r;(~(C))) are fundamental operators 
belonging to L, so that 
eX= f(L, ~(L), r;(~(L))). 
Then eX will also be represented by 
eX= f(L, M, N). 
In the structure with structure relation L <:,';{ we assume that 
f(C, ~(C), r;(C)) is defined for each element C of ilL and can be written in 
the form 
(4) f(C, ~(C), r;(C)) =v(r;(C)) t-t(~(C)) !.(C) eX, 
where eX is an element of r independent of C and where /.(C), t-t(~) and 
v(r;) are fundamental operators belonging respectively to L, M and N. 
By hypothesis /.(C), t-t(~(C)) and v(r;(C)) are fundamental operators belonging 
to L, so that also their product is a fundamental operator belonging to L. 
Consequently it follows from (4) that 
eX= f(L, ~(L), r;(L)), 
but for this element of r also the notation 
eX= f(L, M, N) 
is used. 
26 Series A 
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The neutrices L, M and N with the structure L -+ M -+ N are called 
compatible. Similarly the neutrices L, M and N with the structure L(/J! 
are compatible. 
When does f(M, N) have a meaning in the special neutrix calculus with 
structure L{~1 In that case /(1;, $, 'YJ) = /($, n) is independent of 1;. Further-
more f(M, N) is equal to an element (X of the fundamental set if and only 
if f($(1;), n(C)) can be written in the form 
/($(1;), n(C))=v(n(C)) ,u($(1;)) l(t;) (X, 
where v(n), ,u($) and .1(1;) denote fundamental operators belonging respec-
tively to N, M and L. 
Above the definition of f(L, M) in the special neutrix calculus has been 
given for the structure relation L -+ M and also for the structure relation 
M-+ L. Here we have the definition of f(M, N) in the special neutrix 
calculus in a completely different case, namely for the structure L{/;. 
2. Special neutrix calculus with an arbitrary number of neutrices 
Let us first consider a structure formed by four neutrices L, M, N, P, 
with the structure relation L<;_l£).P. HereM and N are given homomorphic 
images of L with the mappings 1; -+ $, respectively 1; -+ 'YJ; furthermore P 
is a homomorphic image both of M and N with the mappings $ -+ a, 
respectively 'YJ-+ a. The relation L-+ M-+ P shows that each element 1; 
of iJL has in fJM a uniquely defined image$, therefore in fJP a uniquely 
defined image a. On the other hand it follows from L-+ N-+ P that each 
element 1; of fJL has in fJN a uniquely defined image 'YJ, therefore in fJP 
a uniquely defined image a*. We assume a= a* for each element 1; of iJL. 
In other words the structure relation L(/fv';P gives two mappings of 
fJL onto fJP and these two mappings are identical. The structure 
relation gives therefore five uniquely defined mappings, namely fJL-+ fJM; 
fJL -+iJN; iJM-+ fJP; fJN-+ iJP and finally iJL -+iJP, sothateachelement 
1; of fJL has in M, N and P uniquely defined images $(1;), n(C) and a(l;). 
If f(l;, $(1;), n(l;), a(l;)) is defined for each element 1; of iJL and can be 
written in the form 
/(1;, $(1;), n(C), a( C)) =A.( C) ,u($(1;)) v(n(C)) n(a(l;)) (X, 
where (X is independent of 1; and where .1(1;), ,u($), v(n) and n(a) are funda-
mental operators belonging respectively to L, M, N and P, then .1(1;), 
,u($(1;)), v(n(C)) and n(a(l;)) are fundamental operators belonging to L, so 
that also their product belongs to L. Consequently the constant (X is 
uniquely defined and is equal to 
(X= f(L, $(L), n(L), a(L)). 
This constant is also denoted by 
(X=f(L, M, N, P). 
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Now we proceed to structures formed by an arbitrary finite or infinite 
number of neutrices; this number may even be uncountable. These 
neutrices in combination with certain structure relations form a structure @) 
if and only if any two neutrices M and N occurring in the structure 
satisfy the two following structures conditions: 
1. If neither of the two neutrices M and N is a homomorphic image 
(given by the structure) of the other, then the structure contains at least 
one neutrix L such that M and N are images of L given by the structure. 
2. The structure gives at most one mapping of one of the two neutrices 
M and N onto the other. 
It is clear that the four structures L --+ M; L --+ M --+ N; L(~ and 
L{.~';P treated above satisfy these two structure conditions. There is 
one type of structure with two neutrices, namely L--+ M, since the other 
possible structure M--+ Lis obtained by interchanging Land M. There are 
two distinct types of structures with three neutrices, namely L --+ M --+ N 
and L(~; the other structures are obtained by permutation of the three 
neutrices L, M and N. There are four distinct types of structures with 
four neutrices, namely 
L-+M-+N-+P,· L-+M.JfN. L.JfM-+P. L.JfM'>I.p 
',;, P' ',;,N ' '>I.N .Jf 
Theorem: If M1, ... , Mm denote neutrices occurring in a structure@) 
on distinct places, then the structure contains at least one neutrix L 
such that each M h ( l ~ h ~ m) which does not coincide in the structure 
with L is an image of L given by the structure. 
Proof: In the case m=l we can choose L=M1• Assume that m~2 
and that the proof has already been given with m replaced by m-1. 
Then the structure contains at least one neutrix N such that each 
M h ( l ~ h ~ m- l) which does not coincide with N is an image of N given 
by the structure. 
If M m is an image of N given by the structure and also if M m coincides 
with N, then L = N possesses the required property. In the proof we may 
therefore assume that M m is not an image of N given by the structure and 
moreover that Mm does not coincide with N. If N is an image of Mm given 
by the structure then L=Mm possesses the required property. Otherwise 
the structure contains according to the first structure condition at least 
one neutrix L such that M m and N are images of L given by the structure, 
so that this neutrix L possesses the required property. 
3 The neutralized values j(M1, . .. , Mm) in the special neutrix calculus 
Let M1, ... , Mm be a finite number of neutrices occurring in different 
places in a given structure @). According to the theorem of the preceding 
section the structure contains at least one neutrix L such that each 
Mh (l ~h~m) which does not coincide with Lis a homomorphic image of 
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L given by the structure. Each element C of L1L has in L1Mh a uniquely 
defined image ~A(C). Consider a function /(~1, ... , ~m) such that 
/(~I(C), ... , ~m(C)) is defined for each element C of L1L and can be written 
in the form 
(I) 
whel"e IX denotes an element independent of C occurring in the fundamental 
set r and where f.th(~h) (I ~h~m) is a fundamental operator belonging 
to Mh. Then f.tk(~A(C)) (h= I, ... , m) are fundamental operators occurring 
in L, so that the product of these operators is also a fundameutal operator 
occurring in L. Formula (I) gives therefore 
IX=/(~l(L), ... , ~m(L)). 
Now the cardinal point in the special neutrix calculus: this constant 
element IX is independent of the choice of the neutrix L. This problem 
does not arise in the structures treated above, since each such structure 
contains only one neutrix with the property imposed on L. This element 
IX is denoted by j(M1, .. . , Mm). 
Let K be a neutrix occurring in the given structure such that each M h 
(I ~ h ~ m) which does not coincide with K is a homomorphic image of K 
with the mapping a--+ ~h*(a) and with the property 
(2) /(~l*(a), ... , ~m*(a))=t-tl*(~l*(a)) ... f.tm*(~m*(a)) fl, 
where fl denotes an element independent of a occurring in the fundamental 
set rand where f.th*(~h*) (I~h~m) is a fundamental operator belonging 
to Mh. We must prove that IX=fl. 
According to the first structure condition the structure contains at 
least one neutrix N with N =K--+L or N =L--+K or with the property 
that K and L are homomorphic images of N. Each element 'YJ of L1N 
possesses therefore in L1K a uniquely defined image a('YJ) and possesses 
inL1Launiquelydefinedimage C('YJ). If N coincides with K, then a('YJ)='YJ 
and if N coincides with L, then C('YJ)='YJ· 
Since the structure relation N {f)Mh gives the same mapping of L1N 
into L1Mh one has 
~h*(a('Yj))=~k(C('YJ)) (h= I, ... , m) 
for each element 'YJ of L1N. Applying (I) with C=C('YJ) and applying (2) 
with a=a('YJ) one obtains for each element 'YJ of L1N 
f.tl(~l(C('Yj))) · · · f.tm(~m(C('YJ)}) IX=f.tl*(~l(C('YJ})) · · · f.tm*(~m(C('YJ})) fl. 
Here f.th(~k(C('YJ))) and f.th*(~k(C('YJ))) are fundamental operators belonging to 
N, so that IX= fl. This completes the proof. 
4. General neutrix calculus 
In the preceding section we have assigned in the special neutrix calculus 
a value to the symbol j(M1, .• . , Mm) only for particular functions f. 
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In this section mathematical objects, denoted by f(Ml, ... , Mm), are 
introduced for each choice of the function f. Any two such objects 
f(Ml, ... , Mm) and g(N1. . .. , Nn) are said to be equal in the analysis with 
structure 6 if and only if the structure contains at least one neutrix L 
with the following properties: 
1. Each M h ( l ;:;;; h;:;;; m) which does not coincide with L is a homo-
morphic image of L given by the structure with the mapping a--+ ~h(a). 
2. Each N k ( l;:;;; k;:;;; n) which does not coincide with L is a homo-
morphic image of L given by the structure with the mapping a--+ 1]k(a). 
3. The functions /(~l(a), ... , ~m(a)) and g('f]l(a), ... , 1Jn(a)) are defined 
for each element a of LlL and satisfy for each element a of LlL the condition 
(l) A.( a) /(~l(a), ... , ~m(a)) =A.*(a) g('f]l(a), ... , 1Jn(a)), 
where A.(a) and A.*(a) denote suitably chosen fundamental operators 
belonging to L. 
This notion of equality is reflexive, since in the case 
m=n; Mh=Nh, ~h=1jh; /(~1, ... , ~m) =g(~l, ... , ~m) 
formula (l) holds with A.(a)=l; A.*(a)=l. 
The notion of equality is symmetric, sin~e (l) implies 
A.*(a) g('f]l(a), ... , 1Jn(a))=A.(a) /(~l(a), ... , ~m(a)), 
hence 
That the notion of equality is transitive is the cardinal point of the 
general neutrix calculus. Assume 
Then (l) holds. Moreover the structure contains at least one neutrix K 
with the following properties : 
1. Each N k ( l ;:;;; k;:;;; n) which does not coincide with K is a homo-
morphic image of K given by the structure with the mapping r--+ 1J*k(r). 
2. Each Pl (l ;;;;l;;;;p) which does not coincide with K is a homomorphic 
image of K given by the structure with the mapping r--+ Cl(r). 
3. The functions g('f]l(r), ..• , 1Jn(r)) and j(C1(r), ... , Cp(r)) are defined 
for each element -r of LlK and satisfy for each element r of LlK the condition 
(2) k(r) g('f]l(r), ... , 1Jn(r)) = k*(-r) j(C1(r), ... , Cp(-r)), 
where k(-r) and k*(r) denote suitably chosen fundamental operators 
belonging to K. 
According to the first structure condition the structure contains at 
least one neutrix R which either coincides with at least one of the neutrices 
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K and L whereas the other of these two neutrices is a homomorphic 
image of R or both L and K are homomorphic images of R given by the 
structure. In this way we obtain the following structure relation 
R/u 
It is possible that L coincides with one of the neutrices M h or N k, that K 
coincides with one of the neutrices N k or Pz, that R coincides with Lor K. 
The notations Mhgh, Rfv and so on indicate that ~h denotes an arbitrary 
element of L1Mh, that v denotes an arbitrary element of LlR, and so on. 
Each element v of LlR has according to the structure relation R _,.. L _,.. N k 
in L1 N k an image 'Y)k( a( v)) and according to the structure relation R _,.. K _,.. N k 
in LINk the same image r;k*('r(v)), so that for each element v of LlR 
'Y)k(a(v))=r;k*(r(v)) (k= l, 2, ... , n). 
Applying (l) with a=a(v) and applying (2) with r=r(v) we obtain there-
fore for each element v of R 
(3) ~ k(r(v)) IL(a(v)) f(~l(a(v)), ... , ~m(a(v))) l =k*(r(v)) IL*(a(v)) j(C1(r(v)), ... , Cv(r(v))). 
The four fundamental operators occurring in this formula belong toR, 
so that also the products k(r(v)) IL(a(v)) and k*(r(v)) IL*(a(v)) denote 
fundamental operators belonging to R. According to the definition of 
equality formula (3) implies 
f(MI, .. . , Mm) =j(P1, ... , Pp), 
so that the notion of equality is transitive. 
In the particular case that (l) holds, where g(r;1 (a), ... , r;n(a)) is for 
each element a of LlL equal to an element ex independent of a belonging 
to the fundamental set F, then f(M~, ... , Mm) is identified with ex. This 
has the consequence that each element ex of the fundamental set is equal 
to a neutralized value f(Ml, ... , Mm), so that the special neutrix calculus 
is a particular case of the general neutrix calculus. 
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5. Operators and pseudo operators 
Let p be a positive integer. A system {1X1, ... , 1Xp} will be denoted by 
{1Xk}, where k assumes the values 1, 2, ... , p. Let u denote an operator 
admitted to the fundamental analysis which can be applied on some 
systems { iXk} formed by p elements of the fundamental set r. This means 
that the result u{1Xk} obtained by application of u on a system {1Xk} is an 
element of r whenever this application is possible. 
The purpose of this section is to introduce in the analysis with a structure 
6 symbols of the form u{/k(Mb .. . , Mm)}, where /k(M1, .. . , Mm) 
(k= 1, ... , p) denote neutralized values; if u{/k(M1, .. . , Mm)} exists, then 
it represents again a neutralized value belonging to the analysis with 
structure 6. 
Here we have to distinguish two cases. 
1. In the analysis with structure 6 u denotes an operator applied on 
systems {/k(M1, .. . , Mm)} formed by p neutralized values. This means: If 
(1) 
and u{gk(N 1, ... , N k)} exists, then u{/k(M 1, ... , M m)} exists and represents 
the same neutralized value. 
In particular: if 
/k(M1, .. . , Mm)=1Xk (k=1, .. . ,p), 
where iXk (k= 1, ... , p) is an element of the fundamental set rand if the 
operator u admitted to the fundamental analysis has the property that 
it can be applied on the system {1Xk}, then the operator u can be applied 
on the system {/k(M1, .. . , Mm)} and one has 
u{/k(Mb ... , Mm)}=u{1Xk}· 
This phenomenon implies the law of permanence according to which 
a formula valid in the fundamental analysis remains true in the analysis 
with structure 6 when in this formula each element 1X of the fundamental 
set r is replaced by the neutralized value which is equal to 1X and when 
simultaneously the operator u admitted to the fundamental analysis is 
replaced by the operator u introduced into the analysis with structure 6. 
As an example how sometimes u{/k(Mb .. . , Mm)} can be defined we 
assume that it is possible to find p neutralized values gk(N.b ... , Nn) 
with properly ( 1) such that the operator u admitted to the fundamental 
analysis can be applied on the system {gk(1]1, ... , 'l]n)} for each element 'l]h 
of !JNh (h= 1, ... , n), say 
(2) 
Then we put 
provided that the neutralized value occurring on the right-hand side is 
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independent of the choice of the neutrices N 1, ... , Nn and independent of 
the choice of the functions gk('YJ, .. . , 'YJn) (k= 1, ... , p). 
It is clear that u represents here an operator, for if 
then we can use in the definition of u{/k*(M1*, ... , Mq*)} the same 
neutralized values gk(N1, .. . , Nn) (k= 1, ... , p) as above so that we obtain 
for u{/k*(M1*, ... , Mq*)} the same result as for u{/k(Ml, ... , Mm)}. 
2. Assume that the operator u occurring in the fundamental analysis 
can be applied for each element ~h of L1Mn (h= 1, ... , m) on the system 
{/k(~l, ... , ~m)}, say 
(3) 
If the neutrices M1, ... , Mm, the functions /k(~I, ... , ~m) (k= 1, ... , p) 
and the operator u admitted to the fundamental analysis are given, then 
the neutralized value j(M1, ... , Mm) is uniquely defined. We denote this 
neutralized value by 
(4) 
In this case u is not necessarily an operator applied on the system 
{/k(Ml, ... , Mm)}. In fact, if (1) holds, we have no guarantee that 
u{gk(N1, ... , Nn)} exists and even if it exists we have no guarantee that 
it has the same meaning as u{/k(M1, ... , Mm)}. In this case u is therefore 
called a pseudo operator. The left side of ( 4) is to be considered as one 
symbol, under certain circumstances uniquely defined if the operators 
M1, ... , Mm, the functions /I, ... , fv and the operator u admitted to the 
fundamental analysis are given. 
Also the introduction of the pseudo operators maintains the law of 
permanence, for if (3) is valid in the fundamental analysis, then the 
corresponding formula (4) holds in the analysis with structure 6. 
The operator u and the pseudo operator u may be used simultaneously 
if both have a meaning. In other words: if u{/k(Mb .. . , Mm)} has a 
meaning for the operator u and also for the pseudo operator u, then it 
represents in both cases the same neutralized value. Indeed, in that case 
one can choose in the definition of the operator u 
gk(NI, ... ;Nn)=/k(Ml, .. . , Mm) (k=1, ... ,p); n=m; ~n='Yjn; Mn=Na 
(h= 1, ... , m), 
so that the formulas (2) and (3) yield the same function j(~1, ... , ~m), 
therefore the same neutralized value j(M1, ... , Mm). 
The analysis with structure 6 is formed by the relations which are valid 
between the neutralized values and which involve operators and pseudo 
operators. The high degree of freedom in the choice of the fundamental 
operators and the structure guarantees the generality of the new analysis. 
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If in the fundamental set r a certain order (rx<{J), a certain distance 
between any two elements, a certain norm or a certain topology are given, 
then under general conditions it is possible to introduce into the set 
formed by the neutralized values also an order, distance, norm or topology. 
However the only purpose of this introduction is to give an abstract 
definition of the analysis with an arbitrary structure. The treatment of 
some calculi with given structure is left to the future. 
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